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Abstract   
The generation and development of the idea of lifelong education, from the care 
for the social reality and future development needs，is a new education idea beyond 
the traditional education system ,which makes the study extending to the whole 
process of life. The realization of the concept of lifelong education requires the 
restructuring of the traditional education system, and constructs a lifelong education 
system with the guidance of the principle of lifelong education. Higher education as a 
"leading" in the education system, bears the Special responsibility in the construction 
of the lifelong education system. On the Lifelong education system platform, the role 
of higher education will have a significant change .It will become a very important 
part in the lifelong education system from the terminative education and the highest 
education of the traditional education. The personnel training mission of higher 
educaion will also be changed.The most important mission for the institution of higher 
education is to cultivating the students' lifelong learning attitude and ability and 
Layying the foundation for their lifelong learning. 
Due to the limitation of understanding, for the reform and development of higher 
education on the lifelong educaton system platform, most disertation made much 
theoretical discussion from macro level. And the concerned object are maily adult 
learners.There are some deficiencies for the research on university system, curriculum, 
teaching, teachers and other specific reform and development from micro level. 
Therefore, based on lifelong education theory, this dissertation explores the Higher 
education reform and development path on the lifelong education system platform 
from micro level by literature analysis, case analysis, comparative analysis and field 
research interviews, which will have the important theoretical and practical 
significance. 
The first chapter is the basic theory research on the higher education into lifelong 















chapter also clarifys the special relationship of higher education and lifelong 
education system on the basic of rationalizing the present research, and clears the 
characteristics of the lifelong education system and its demand for higher education, 
and clarifys the theoretical basis of building lifelong education system. 
The second chapter discusses the current practices of higher education into a 
lifelong education system and makes the cause analysis on this basis.The research 
considers the  fact  of existing practice lag for  higher education into lifelong 
education system  is mainly caused by the following factors: The lack of theoretical 
studies of lifelong education; the negative act of University operators; the vague and 
confusing on the education policy guidance ; the barriers on the administrative system; 
the conservatism and inertia of their own development of higher education. 
The third chapter introduces the advanced achievement and experience of Taiwan 
area through the insearch into the higer education into the lifelong education system. 
For the mainland area, they can review and learn the experience from time, space and 
culture. 
The fourth chapter studies the methodology of higher education into lifelong 
education system from the level of system annotation. This paper considers that in the 
platform of lifelong education system, the university pricinple annovation should first 
insist the value view of larner oriented and annovation by them self, for example, 
building multiple entrance system, learning score system annovation to broaden the 
learning choices of learners, building flexble learning entrance permit, exit and 
transferring mechanism, developing return education and continuous education, 
setting lifelong education administration institution and academic organization, 
contacting the university and other levels similar education and so on. 
The fifth chapter indicated the methodology of lifelong education from the 
aspects of university teaching, curriculum and teachers.this paper regards that the 
university must change the traditional view of teaching to guide the learners to learn 
positively. Curriculum choice should be multiple and continuous and flexible and 
explorary. And the design and execution of the curriculum should be based on the 















curriculum should be switch from behavior to express. The view oritention should be 
learner centered and promote individual lifelong development. And we should set 
flexible curriculum structure. As for the teachers, the role should change from 
knowledge transfer to learning guilder. The teacher should be lifelong learner and play 
certain roles in teaching and developing the learners. 
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